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Abstract
We study the effects of N = 4 topological string amplitudes on the entropy of
black holes. We analyse the leading contribution associated to six-derivative terms
and find one particular operator which can correct the entropy of N = 4 black holes.
This operator is BPS-like and appears in the effective action of type II string theory
on K3×T 2 or equivalently its heterotic dual on T 6. In both descriptions the leading
contribution arises at one-loop, which we calculate explicitly on the heterotic side.
We then consider whether this term has any consequences for the entropy of (large)
N = 4 black holes and find that it makes indeed a contribution at subleading order.
Repeating the computation for small black holes with vanishing horizon area at the
classical level, we prove that this coupling lifts certain flat directions in the entropy
function thereby being responsible for the attractor equations of some moduli fields.
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1 Introduction
BPS-type interactions have over the years attracted a lot of attention in four-dimensional
extended supergravity. These are couplings which can be written as integrals over a sub-
space of the full superspace thereby generalising the notion of chirality and F-terms in
N = 1 supersymmetric field theories. Within the effective string theory action, such terms
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are believed to be always captured by topological amplitudes; the best studied case is in-
deed the series of the g-loop couplings FgW
2g in type II string theory compactified on a
Calabi-Yau manifold [1, 2]. Here W is the chiral N = 2 supergravity multiplet and the
moduli-dependent coefficient function Fg was shown to be identical to the genus g partition
function of the N = 2 topological string, associated to the twisted Calabi-Yau σ-model.
Among many interesting properties of Fg’s, it was realised that they play an important
role for the physics of supersymmetric black holes. In [3, 4, 5, 6] (see also [7]) higher
derivative corrections to the entropy have been derived from these effective action terms,
following a method first proposed in [8]. These results – at least for large values of the
charges of the black hole – are in agreement with state-counting arguments in a microscopic
description of the black hole as a particular configuration of branes (see e.g. [9, 10]). Similar
results have more recently been found even for particular N = 4 supersymmetric small
black holes, as for example in [11]. There, a D0-D4-brane setup has been studied in type II
string theory compactified on K3×T 2. It was shown that the only non-vanishing coupling
from the series Fg=1 for the case of N = 4 supersymmetry, which is a four-derivative
operator, yields the full entropy of the black hole and agrees to all orders in the large
D0-D4 brane charge expansion with the expected result from microstate counting.
In [12] an even more direct link between Fg and N = 2 black holes was established
by conjecturing a relation of the form ZBH = |Ztop|2. Here ZBH is the “thermodynamic”
partition function of the black hole in a particular mixed ensemble and Ztop is essentially
the exponential of the weighted sum over all Fg’s. This conjecture is understood to hold
perturbatively, since a non-perturbative definition of either side of the equality is generically
unclear. A somewhat deeper understanding of this relation (particularly for the square on
the right hand side) was reached in [13]. Moreover, the conjecture has been tested for small
supersymmetric black holes in [14, 15].
The results mentioned so far raise the question whether generalisations of Fg to theories
withN = 4 supersymmetry have a similar impact on the physics of four-dimensionalN = 4
supersymmetric black holes. Such generalisations have first been found in [16] in type II
string theory compactified on K3 × T 2 (see also [17]). Explicitly, two series of higher
derivative BPS couplings have been identified both of which are computed by certain
correlation functions of the N = 4 topological string: F (1)g K¯2K2g and F (3)g−1K2g, where K
is a superdescendant of the N = 4 supergravity multiplet. Particularly the latter coupling
was extensively studied in [18] (see also [19, 20]) for values g ≥ 2. In this work we will
mostly be concerned with the expression for g = 1, which corresponds to a six-derivative
operator. Using string dualities, we will see that this coupling starts receiving contributions
at one-loop in heterotic string theory compactified on T 6, which we can therefore study
fairly explicitly.
We will then carry on to determine the effect of F (3)g−1 with g = 1 on the entropy of
certain N = 4 supersymmetric black holes. The method we will apply is the classical
entropy function formalism developed in [21, 22] (for a review see e.g. [23]). This is a
suitable approach to the problem as it does not necessitate the knowledge of the complete
solution of the black hole in the presence of the higher derivative terms, but nevertheless
it allows to extract information about the near horizon geometry and most importantly
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the corrected entropy of the black hole. We should also mention that our approach is
‘classical’ in the sense that non-local terms arising from integrating out massless degrees of
freedom are not included. We should also point out that we have made a general analysis
of dimension six operators and we found one more candidate, BPS-like on-shell involving
three Riemann tensors, which however does not change the entropy of N = 4 black holes.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we discuss a manifestly supersymmet-
ric formulation of the couplings F (3)g−1 for g = 1 in N = 4 harmonic superspace. After
introducing our conventions we will show how to write these terms in an off-shell super-
symmetric manner. We also prove that this coupling contains at the component level a
term of the form R2(+)F
2
(−) with R(+) the self-dual piece of the Riemann tensor and F(−)
the anti-self-dual field strength tensor of a vector multiplet gauge field. In Section 3 we
explicitly extract the leading string theory contribution to this component interaction from
a one-loop amplitude in heterotic string theory compactified on T 6. We compute the cor-
responding amplitude explicitly in a particular region of the moduli space, including the
integral over the modular parameter of the world-sheet torus. We also show that a similar
contribution for the gauge fields replaced by graviphotons vanishes identically. This Section
is accompanied by three appendices containing additional material as well as calculations
which we omitted from the main body of the paper for pedagogical reasons. In Section 4
we use the precise form of the one-loop expression to determine its contribution to the
entropy of a particular large N = 4 supersymmetric black hole. We find a contribution
of the order −2 in the charges. Repeating a similar analysis for certain small black holes
in Section 5 reveals that the entropy stemming from R2(+)F
2
(−) is still suppressed with re-
spect to the contributions of R2 couplings. However, our six-derivative term can be shown
to be responsible for the lifting of certain flat moduli directions in the entropy function,
thereby providing attractor values for some scalar fields. Finally, Section 6 contains our
conclusions.
2 N = 4 Supersymmetric Effective Action
In this Section we discuss a particular class of higher derivative couplings of the N = (4, 4)
type II effective action, which have first been discovered in [16, 18]. Due to the high amount
of supersymmetry, a covariant formulation of these couplings is not possible in standard
superspace; for this reason we will work in harmonic superspace, for which we will first
review our conventions.
2.1 N = 4 Supergravity and Harmonic Superspace Description
In this work we will deal with black holes in N = 4 Poincare´ supergravity (SUGRA)
[24, 25, 26] being the low energy limit of type II string theory compactified on K3 × T 2
or its dual heterotic string theory on T 6. The field content of this theory is the N = 4
supergravity multiplet coupled to 22 N = 4 vector multiplets. The scalar fields together
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form the moduli space
M =
SU(1, 1)
U(1)
× SO(6, 22)
SO(6)× SO(22) . (2.1)
The SO(6, 22) symmetry is linearised by introducing six additional vector multiplets that
act as compensators for various (gauge-)symmetries of the theory. For example, as ex-
plained in [18], the 36 scalar fields of these multiplets are eliminated by imposing the
D-term constraints (20 constraints) and gauge fixing Weyl invariance (one constraint) as
well as the local SO(6) symmetry (15 constraints). Concerning the gauge fields there are
two possibilities: Either the gauge fields of the compensating multiplets are expressed as
functions of the graviphotons which sit inside the supergravity multiplet (’superstring ba-
sis’) or the relation is inverted and the graviphotons are identified with the gauge fields
of the compensating multiplets; in this case, the vector bosons of the supergravity multi-
plet are expressed as functions of all vector multiplet gauge fields (’supergravity basis’).
Throughout this paper we will consistently work in the superstring basis which is most
suitable for our purpose of calculating higher derivative couplings in string theory.
A description of this theory in standard N = 4 superspace
R(4|4) = {xµ, θiα, θ¯α˙i } , (2.2)
where i = 1, . . . , 4 an index of SU(4) (the automorphism group of N = 4 supersymmetry
in four dimensions), turns out to be difficult. In fact it is only possible on-shell since
the necessary superfields cannot be introduced in a consistent off-shell fashion. We will
therefore choose a different description in four-dimensional harmonic superspace [27, 28,
29, 30]. The latter is an enhancement of (2.2) of the following type
HR
(4+4|4) = R(4|4) × SU(4)
S(U(2)× U(2)) = {x
µ, θiα, θ¯
α˙
i , u
+a
i , u
−a˙
i } . (2.3)
The coordinates which parameterise the additional coset space {u+ai , u−a˙i } transform as
fundamentals under SU(4) and carry indices a, a˙ = 1, 2 of SU(2)× SU(2) as well as U(1)
charges ±1. Together with their complex conjugates u¯i+a = (u+ai ), u¯i−a˙ = (u−a˙i ) they satisfy
the unitarity conditions
u+ai u¯
i
+b = δ
a
b , u
−a˙
i u¯
i
−b˙
= δa˙
b˙
, u+ai u¯
i
−b˙
= u−a˙i u¯
i
+b = 0 , u
+a
i u¯
j
+a + u
−a˙
i u¯
j
−a˙ = δ
j
i , (2.4)
and the unit determinant condition
ǫijklu+ai u
+b
j u
−a˙
k u
−b˙
l = ǫ
abǫa˙b˙ . (2.5)
It is furthermore convenient to introduce vector-like combinations of SU(4) harmonics (i.e.
harmonics on SO(6)/SO(4) × SO(2)) of the type uMij = −uMji , with M = (++,−−, aa˙)
(and their conjugates u¯ijM = u
M
ij )
u++ij = u
+a
i ǫabu
+b
j , u
−−
ij = u
−a˙
i ǫa˙b˙u
−b˙
j , u
aa˙
ij = u
+a
[i u
−a˙
j] , (2.6)
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where [ij] denotes weighted antisymmetrisation.
The introduction of harmonic variables allows us to define “1/2-BPS short” or Grass-
mann (G-)analytic superfields.1 They depend only on half of the Grassmann variables
which can be chosen to be θ+aα = θ
i
α u
+a
i and θ¯
α˙
−a˙ = u¯
i
−a˙ θ¯
α˙
i . One such superfield is the
linearised on-shell vector multiplet (we only display the bosonic degrees of freedom)
Y ++A (x
µ, θ+, θ¯−, u) =φ
ij
Au
++
ij + θ
+aσµνθ+bǫab F(+),A,µν + θ¯−a˙σ¯
µν θ¯−b˙ǫ
a˙b˙ F(−),A,µν + . . . , (2.7)
where the dots stand for additional derivative terms. Moreover, σµν and σ¯µν are the 4-
dimensional (anti-) chiral Lorentz generators, φij = 1
2
ǫijklφ¯kl are six real scalars and F(±)µν
is the (anti-)self-dual part of the gauge field strength. Finally, we have also included the
SO(22) index A.
Another example of a G-analytic superfield is the linearised on-shell Weyl multiplet.
It is obtained from the off-shell chiral Weyl superfield [25] (we only display the bosonic
degrees of freedom)
W = Φ+ θiαθjβ
(
σαβµν T
µν
(+)[ij] + ǫ
αβS(ij)
)
+
1
12
ǫijkl(θ
iσµνθj)(θkσρτθl)Rµνρτ + . . . . (2.8)
Here Φ is a physical scalar (“graviscalar”), T is a sixplet of graviphoton field strengths,
S(ij) is an auxiliary field and Rµνρτ is the Riemann tensor. From W we can compute the
following superdescendant
K++µν = (σµν)αβD
α
−a˙D
β
−b˙
ǫa˙b˙ W = (σµν)αβǫa˙b˙u¯i−a˙u¯j−b˙Dαi D
β
jW , (2.9)
which similarly to the vector superfield (2.7) only depends on half of the θ variables:
K++µν (θ
+, θ¯−, u) = T
ij
(+)µνu
++
ij + θ
+aσλρθ+bǫabR(+)µνλρ + θ¯−a˙σ¯
λσµνσ
ρθ¯−b˙ǫ
a˙b˙ ∂λ∂ρΦ + . . . .
(2.10)
Repeating the same steps, but this time starting with the antichiral superfield W¯(θ¯) we
obtain the other half of the on-shell Weyl multiplet. It is again described by an ultrashort
superfield of the same type,
K¯++µν (θ
+, θ¯−, u) = T
ij
(−)µνu
++
ij + θ¯−a˙σ¯
λρθ¯−b˙ǫ
a˙b˙R(−)µνλρ + θ
+aσλσ¯µν σ¯
ρθ+bǫab ∂λ∂ρΦ¯ + . . . .
(2.11)
Note that in the N = 4 G-analytic superspace there exists a special conjugation ˜ combin-
ing complex conjugation with a reflection on the harmonic coset, such that G-analyticity
is preserved. In this sense Y ++ = Y˜ ++ and K¯++ = K˜++, which implies, in particular, the
reality condition on the six scalars in Y .
We have now all ingredients to formulate higher order effective action couplings.
1For more details on their construction see e.g. [18].
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2.2 Higher Derivative Effective Action Term
Using the harmonic superspace approach outlined in the previous section we can construct
the following higher order effective action term
Sg =
∫
d4x
∫
du
∫
d4θ+
∫
d4θ¯−(D− ·D−)2
[(
K++µν K
++µν
)g Fg(W, Y ++A , u)] , (2.12)
where we have used the shorthand notation (D− · D−)µν = (σµν)αβǫa˙b˙Dα−a˙Dβ−b˙. On shell
(i.e. if S(ij) = 0 in (2.8)) the only possibility to distribute the spinor derivatives is to hit
two different W superfields inside Fg(W, Y ++A , u), which makes (2.12) equivalent to
Sg =
∫
d4x
∫
du
∫
d4θ+
∫
d4θ¯−
(
K++µν K
++µν
)g+1F (3)g (W, Y ++A , u) , (2.13)
where we have defined
F (3)g (W, Y ++A , u) =
∂2Fg(W, Y ++A , u)
∂W2 . (2.14)
The effective coupling (2.13) has first been considered in [16], given as a (g + 1)-loop
component amplitude of type II string theory compactified on K3 × T 2, involving two
Riemann tensors, two graviscalars with two derivatives each, and 2g − 2 graviphotons. In
fact it was shown there that this amplitude is identical to a particular correlation function
in the N = 4 topological string, which was further studied in [18]. Although the works
[16, 18] focused on g > 0 such that the above component amplitude is well defined, the
case g = 0 is also a valid contribution as can be seen from (2.13). In fact, in a component
notation it contains among others the following term
S2g=0 =
∫
d4x
∫
du
∫
d4θ+
∫
d4θ¯−(K
++
µν K
++,µν)Y ++A Y
++
B
(
∂4F0(W, Y ++A , u)
∂Y ++A ∂Y
++
B ∂W2
)
≃
∫
d4xR(+),µνρτR
µνρτ
(+) F(−),A,σλF
σλ
(−),B
∫
duAAB∣∣θ=0 + . . . . (2.15)
In the second line we have explicitly performed the Grassmann integration. To be pre-
cise, the θ+-integral has picked R(+) in both of the K
++
µν superfields while the θ¯−-integral
has extracted F(−) from the vector multiplets. The dots denote further terms containing
fermionic fields which will be of no interest when we apply (2.15) to the computation of the
black hole entropy. Moreover, in order to save writing we have introduced the shorthand
notation
AAB(W, Y ++A , u) ≡
(
∂4F0(W, Y ++A , u)
∂Y ++A ∂Y
++
B ∂W2
)
. (2.16)
As we can see, this component term is of six derivative order. In the remainder of this
work we will study the effective action coupling (2.15) in more detail in order to understand
whether it yields any non-trivial corrections to the entropy of black holes.
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3 String Theory One-Loop Amplitude
As a first step we would like to study (2.15) in string theory. As already mentioned, F (3)g in
(2.14) has been computed as a (g+1)-loop string amplitude in type II theory compactified
on K3 × T 2, via the correlator 〈R2(+)(∂∂Φ¯)2T 2g−2(+) 〉g+1 for g > 0. This, however, does not
smoothly connect to the coupling (2.15), which is why AAB must be computed separately.
Na¨ıve extrapolation suggests, however, that the latter starts receiving corrections at the
one-loop level on the type II side. Following now the steps of reasoning as in [16] the same
conclusion should in fact also be true for its heterotic dual, which we will now compute
explicitly.
3.1 One-Loop Gauge-Field Amplitude in Heterotic String The-
ory
We consider (2.15) as a one-loop amplitude in heterotic string theory compactified on T 6,
which we will subsequently write as T 4×T 2 (for similar computations see e.g. [31, 32, 33]).
The moduli of this theory are arranged in a Γ(6,22) Narain lattice, for which we will consider
the simplest case, namely that none of the Wilson lines in the right moving (bosonic string)
part are switched on.
3.1.1 Vertex Operators and Contractions
The one-loop amplitude we need to compute contains two self-dual Riemann tensors and
two anti-self-dual gauge field strengths. We choose a complex basis for the space-time
(Euclidean) coordinates (Z1, Z¯1, Z2, Z¯2) as well as their fermionic partners (χ1, χ¯1, χ2, χ¯2).
In this basis we pick the following kinematic structure for the vertices
field helicity vertex WS position
graviton R1212 V(R)(p1) = (∂Z
2 − ip1χ1χ2) ∂¯Z2eip1Z1 x1
graviton R1¯2¯1¯2¯ V(R)(p¯2) =
(
∂Z¯1 − ip¯2χ¯2χ¯1
)
∂¯Z¯1eip¯2Z¯
2
x2
gauge field FA,1¯2 V
(F )
A (p¯1) = (∂Z
2 − ip¯1χ¯1χ2) J¯Aeip¯1Z¯1 x3
gauge field FB,12¯ V
(F )
B (p¯2) = (∂Z
1 − ip¯2χ¯2χ1) J¯Beip¯2Z¯2 x4
where the last column denotes the position on the world-sheet. The correlator which we
now have to compute is
AhetAB = 〈V(R)(p1)V(R)(p¯2)V (F )A (p¯1)V (F )B (p¯2)〉 . (3.1)
Counting derivatives in the effective action, it is clear that both of the graviton vertex
operators have to contribute two momenta each, while each of the gauge-field vertex oper-
ators has to contribute a single momentum since the amplitude contains the field strength
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rather than the gauge potential. This means that only specific pieces of the above vertex
operators will contribute to the contractions.
First of all we see that we only need to consider contributions in the even spin-structure.
The reason is that, upon writing T 6 = T 2×T 2×T 2, there are six two-dimensional fermionic
zero modes in the internal manifold (two for each torus) which, however, we cannot soak
up all with the vertex operators we have at our disposal. Therefore, the odd-spin structure
vanishes identically.
For the sum over even spin-structures to be non-vanishing, all vertex operators have
to contribute the fermion bilinear part in the left moving (supersymmetric) sector. This
means that the graviton vertices have to provide an additional momentum coming from
the exponential factor. This results in the following correlation function
AhetAB =〈Z1∂¯Z2(x1) Z¯2∂¯Z¯1(x2)〉 · 〈χ1χ2(x1) χ¯1χ¯2(x2) χ¯1χ2(x3)χ1χ¯2(x4)〉 · 〈J¯A(x3) J¯B(x4)〉 .
(3.2)
As one can see, the correlator has split into three distinct contributions, which can be
computed separately in a straight-forward manner
• Space-time fermion correlator:
Starting with the fermionic piece we have the following left-moving contribution
〈χ1χ2(x1) χ¯1χ¯2(x2) χ¯1χ2(x3)χ1χ¯2(x4)〉 =
=
∑
s
ϑs(x1 − x2 − x3 + x4)ϑs(x1 − x2 + x3 − x4)ϑ2s(0)η12
ϑ2(x1 − x2)ϑ2(x3 − x4) = η
12 , (3.3)
where ϑ are Jacobi theta-functions and η is the Dedekind eta-function. In the last
step, in order to perform the sum over all even spin structures s we have used the
Riemann summation identity. We thus find that the result is independent of the
world-sheet positions xi=1,2,3,4.
• Space-time boson correlator:
As we have found no x-dependence in (3.3), it follows that the full x1 and x2 de-
pendence of AhetAB is in the space-time bosonic correlator of (3.2). Therefore, we can
immediately move on to calculate the integrated expression∫
d2x1
∫
d2x2〈Z1∂¯Z2(x1) Z¯2∂¯Z¯1(x2)〉 . (3.4)
Fortunately, correlators of this type have already been studied before in [31]. There
the following generating functional was introduced and calculated explicitly
G(λ, τ, τ¯) =
∞∑
g=1
1
(g!)2
(
λ
τ2
)2g
〈
g∏
i=1
∫
d2xiZ
1∂¯Z2(xi)
g∏
j=1
∫
d2yjZ¯
2∂¯Z¯1(yj)〉 =
=
(
2πiλη¯3
ϑ¯1(λ, τ¯)
)2
e
−piλ
2
τ2 . (3.5)
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Thus, we can easily read off the answer for (3.4) by computing the coefficient of λ2
in an expansion of G(λ, τ, τ¯). To this end, following e.g. [34], we can write(
2πiλη¯3
ϑ¯1(λ, τ¯)
)2
e
−piλ
2
τ2 =
∞∑
k=0
λ2kP2k( ˆ¯G2, . . . , G¯2k) , (3.6)
where G¯2k are particular normalisations of the Eisenstein series
G¯2k = 2ζ(2k)E¯2k , and
ˆ¯G2 = 2ζ(2)
ˆ¯E2 = 2ζ(2)
(
E¯2 − 3
πτ2
)
. (3.7)
Since Eisenstein series will be very important for our further computations we have
compiled some of their properties in appendix A. Moreover, P2k is a modular function
(‘almost’ modular form) of weight (0, 2k)
P2k( ˆ¯G2, . . . ,G¯2k) = −Sk
(
ˆ¯G2, . . . ,
1
k
G¯2k
)
, with Sk(x1, . . . , xk) = xk + . . .+ x
k
1
k!
,
with Sk being the Schur polynomials. This particularly means
P2 = − ˆ¯G2 , and P4 = −1
2
( ˆ¯G22 + G¯4) , (3.8)
which entails for the correlator∫
d2x1
∫
d2x2〈Z1∂¯Z2(x1) Z¯2∂¯Z¯1(x2)〉 = P2( ˆ¯G2) . (3.9)
It is crucial to realise that although this correlator is a modular function of weight
(0, 2) it is not an anti-holomorphic function due to the dependence of P2 on ˆ¯E2.
• Current Correlator:
Finally, there is still the correlator of the right moving currents in (3.2). Following
[35], it is given by
〈J¯A(x¯3) J¯B(x¯4)〉 = PRAPRB −
δAB
4π2
∂2x¯3 ln ϑ¯1(x¯3 − x¯4) , (3.10)
where PRA is a right moving vector of the Γ
(6,22)-Narain lattice corresponding to the
toroidal compactification. Since (3.10) is the only dependence ofAhetAB on the insertion
points x3 and x4, we can immediately consider the integrated version. To this end
we make use of the fact that ∂x¯3 ln ϑ¯1(x¯3 − x¯4) + 2πiτ2 Im(x3 − x4) as a function of x3
is periodic on the torus. Therefore, we can compute the integral∫
d2x3
∫
d2x4〈J¯A(x¯3) J¯B(x¯4)〉 = τ 22
[
PRAP
R
B −
δAB
4πτ2
]
, (3.11)
where we have used the appropriate normalisation. In the final correlator this ex-
pression will be an insertion into the Siegel-Narain Theta-function of weight (3, 11),
as we will see below.
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3.1.2 Modular Integral
Since from the above analysis we only found one non-vanishing contraction, we can easily
reassemble the full amplitude. For this, we have to include the partition function of the
space-time bosons and fermions, yielding a factor of η−8, as well as the contribution of the
internal CFT. The latter is a Siegel-Narain Theta-function with the insertions (3.11). The
full expression is then of the form
AhetAB ≃
∫
d2τ
τ 32 η¯
24
τ 42 P2
∑
(PL,PR)∈Γ(6,22)
[
PRAP
R
B −
δAB
4πτ2
]
q
1
2
(PL)2 q¯
1
2
(PR)2 . (3.12)
As a simple check, we show in appendix B that the integrand of this expression is indeed
modular invariant.
In order to compute this integral, we recall the following property of the function P2
∂τP4 = − iπ
2τ 22
P2 . (3.13)
Performing then an integration by parts we find (including the boundary contribution)
AhetAB =−
3
π
∫
d2τ
η¯24
τ 22 P4
∑
(PL,PR)∈Γ(6,22)
[
PRAP
R
B −
δAB
4πτ2
]
q
1
2
(PL)2 q¯
1
2
(PR)2+
+ 2
∫
d2τ
η¯24
τ 32 P4
∑
(PL,PR)∈Γ(6,22)
[
PRAP
R
B −
δAB
4πτ2
]
(PL)2q
1
2
(PL)2 q¯
1
2
(PR)2−
− δAB
4π2
∫
d2τ
η¯24
τ2P4
∑
(PL,PR)∈Γ(6,22)
q
1
2
(PL)2 q¯
1
2
(PR)2+
+
1
π
∫
∂F
dτ1
η¯24
τ 32 P4
∑
(PL,PR)∈Γ(6,22)
[
PRAP
R
B −
δAB
4πτ2
]
q
1
2
(PL)2 q¯
1
2
(PR)2 . (3.14)
Introducing covariant derivatives with respect to the moduli Dij,A, which act in the fol-
lowing manner on the lattice momenta (for more details see [16, 18])
Dij,AP
L
kl = ǫijklP
R
A , and Dij,AP
R
B =
1
2
δABP
L
ij , (3.15)
we can rewrite this expression as:
AhetAB =
(
ǫijkl
16π2
Dij,ADkl,B +
δAB
2π2
)
I + IbdyAB , (3.16)
where we have introduced the following shorthand notation for the modular integrals
I =
∫
d2τ
η¯24
τ2P4
∑
(PL,PR)∈Γ(6,22)
q
1
2
(PL)2 q¯
1
2
(PR)2 , (3.17)
IbdyAB =
1
π
∫
∂F
dτ1
η¯24
τ 32 P4
∑
(PL,PR)∈Γ(6,22)
[
PRAP
R
B −
δAB
4πτ2
]
q
1
2
(PL)2 q¯
1
2
(PR)2 . (3.18)
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As they are written, (3.17) and (3.18) are valid for a generic toroidal compactification
of the heterotic string and as such depend on the full Narain-moduli space of the T 6-
compactification. Besides being rather tedious to compute, these integrals are also not
quite what we aim to do in this work. For latter applications it will be more convenient to
go to a particular region in the moduli space where we can obtain certain simplifications.
To be precise our choice is the following
• Upon writing the internal T 6 = T 2 × T 4 we will consider the limit of large T 4
volume V .
• From all the moduli of the Narain lattice, we will consider the simplest case, namely
that all 16 right moving Wilson lines are vanishing.
In this case, the lattice factorises in the following manner
Γ(6,22) → Γ(2,2) ⊕ Γ(4,4) ⊕ Γ(0,16) , (3.19)
with the large volume limit Γ(4,4) ∼ V
τ22
. The third factor in (3.19) will then just contribute
the lattice sum, which is a modular form of weight (0, 8) and just depends on the gauge
group of the heterotic string. At the one-loop level for E8 ×E8 and SO(32) it is explicitly
given by (see e.g. [36]) Γ(0,16) ≃ (E¯4)2. This moreover means that the only moduli de-
pendence of AhetAB stems from the (T, U) moduli of the remaining T 2, which enters via the
Γ(2,2) factor in (3.19). Putting all contributions together, we obtain the following simplified
expression for I and IbdyAB
Isim =
∫
d2τ
τ2
P4(E¯4)2
η¯24
∑
(PL,PR)∈Γ(2,2)
q
1
2
(PL)2 q¯
1
2
(PR)2 , (3.20)
Ibdy-simAB =
1
π
∫
∂F
dτ1τ2
P4(E¯4)2
η¯24
∑
(PL,PR)∈Γ(2,2)
[
PRAP
R
B −
δAB
4πτ2
]
q
1
2
(PL)2 q¯
1
2
(PR)2 . (3.21)
We will first compute the boundary term Ibdy-simAB in (3.21). To this end we realize that the
only contribution comes from the limit of τ2 →∞. In this limit, however, the integral (3.21)
is regularised by the presence of q
1
2
(PL)2 q¯
1
2
(PR)2 , except for the point where PL = PR = 0.
Therefore we obtain
Ibdy-simAB = −
δAB
4π2
lim
τ2→∞
∫ 1/2
−1/2
dτ1
P4(E¯4)2
η¯24
=
42π2
5
δAB . (3.22)
Finally we are left to calculate the integral Isim. As we can see, the advantage of all
previous rewriting is that Isim is now of the form∫
F
d2τ
τ2
Fˆ (τ¯ ) Θ(τ, τ¯) , with Fˆ =
P4(E¯4)2
η¯24
=
∑
m≥−1
2∑
t=0
c(m, t)q¯mτ−t2 . (3.23)
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Here Θ is a Siegel-Narain theta-function and Fˆ is an ‘almost’ anti-holomorphic modular
function for which we have computed the first few c(m, t) explicitly in appendix A. Integrals
of the type (3.23) have been studied in [37] (see also [34]) by developing further ideas of
[38] (for older works see also [39]). Also in the present case the computation is along the
lines of [34] and is performed in appendix C. The result is in fact chamber-dependent, i.e.
it depends on where exactly in the (T, U)-moduli space we are working. We have chosen
to consider the region in which T2U2 becomes large, in which case we can finally give the
full result2
AhetAB =
(
ǫijkl
16π2
Dij,ADkl,B +
3
4π2
δAB
)
Isim + Ibdy-simAB , (3.24)
where we have found in (3.22), (C.14)
Ibdy-simAB =
42π3
5
δAB , and Isim = I
sim
K√
2z2+
+ Isimλ=0 + Isimλ6=0 , (3.25)
with the explicit expressions (C.21), (C.23) and (C.26) for the chamber T2 < U2
IsimK√
2z2+
= −16π
5
3
U2 + 2T2
2∑
t=0
c(0, t)
t!ζ(2t+ 2)
πt+1
(
T2
U2
)t
, (3.26)
Isimλ=0 = c(0, 0) [γE − log (πT2U2)− 2 log 2] + c(0, 1)
ζ(3)
πT2U2
+ c(0, 2)
3ζ(5)
2π2T 22U
2
2
, (3.27)
Isimλ6=0 =
∑
λ6=0
2∑
t=0
t∑
s=0
c(λ2/2, t)(T2U2)
−t (Im(α))
t−s
(4π)s
(s+ t)!
s!(t− s)! Li1+s+t
(
e2πiα
)
. (3.28)
This essentially concludes our calculation of AhetAB.
3.2 One-Loop Graviphoton Amplitude in Heterotic String The-
ory
In addition to the gauge-field contribution, we can also consider whether there is a non-
trivial coupling in which the gauge-fields are replaced by graviphotons. In fact, this is a
non-trivial question for the following reason: As already explained in Section 2.1 we are
essentially considering 22+6 vector multiplets, the last six of which act as compensating
multiplets. The gauge fields of the latter can – via their equations of motion – be expressed
in terms of the 22 physical gauge fields as well as the graviphotons. In this way, all couplings
which we can write down for the gauge fields might as well have partners containing
graviphotons.
To investigate this point, we can examine whether a four-point one-loop amplitude in-
cluding the following vertex operators gives any non-vanishing contribution
2Notice that due to our simplifications the derivatives will be all anti-symmetrised combinations of
(T1, T2, U1, U2).
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field helicity vertex WS position
graviton R1212 V (R)(p1) = (∂Z
2 − ip1χ1χ2) ∂¯Z2eip1Z1 x1
graviton R1¯2¯1¯2¯ V
(R)(p¯2) =
(
∂Z¯1 − ip¯2χ¯2χ¯1
)
∂¯Z¯1eip¯2Z¯
2
x2
graviph. T1¯2 V (T )(p¯1) = (∂X − ip¯1χ¯1Ψ) ∂¯Z2eip¯1Z¯1 x3
graviph. T12¯ V (T )(p¯2) = (∂X − ip¯2χ¯2Ψ) ∂¯Z1eip¯2Z¯2 x4
Here X denotes the complex coordinate of the internal T 2 with Ψ its supersymmetric
partner. However, this amplitude is zero; to proof its vanishing it suffices to consider the
fermion contribution. By inspection it is clear that the only possibility for contractions
includes the fermionic correlator
〈χ1χ2(x1)χ¯1χ¯2(x2)〉 =
∑
s
ϑ2s(x1 − x2)ϑ2s(0)
ϑ2(x1 − x2) = 0 . (3.29)
This establishes that there is no similar coupling involving graviphotons at one-loop. This
result ties in with the expression for the higher-derivative couplings which we have obtained
from harmonic superspace. Recalling the explicit component form (2.15) we can see that
the coupling only involves gauge fields from vector multiplets, but no graviphotons. Notice,
however, that this analysis does not exclude such couplings appearing at higher loops
(or non-perturbatively) in string theory. However, for this to happen, the corresponding
harmonic superspace interaction will have to contain the dilaton in a non-trivial manner
as we will discuss now.
3.3 Duality
Before applying the results we have obtained so far to the study of entropy corrections
in N = 4 black holes, we would like to pause for a moment and discuss some aspects of
duality covariance of the newly found higher derivative term (2.15). The fact that this
interaction only involves the SO(22) gauge-fields F µνA might lead to the suspicion that
it breaks SO(6, 22) covariance. However, one way to see that this is not the case is to
reformulate (2.15) in the supergravity basis instead of the superstring basis (recall the
discussion of section 2.1). In this basis, at the component level, we will find
S2,SUGRAg=0 ≃
∫
d4xR(+),µνρτR
µνρτ
(+) F(−),I,σλF
σλ
(−),J
∫
duAIJ∣∣θ=0 , (3.30)
with I, J indices of SO(6, 22) and AIJ an expression similar to (2.16), which is a tensor-
valued modular function of SO(6, 22). The expression (3.30) is therefore manifestly SO(6, 22)
covariant.
Switching to the superstring basis (which we have been using so far and which we will
also use in the later sections) entails to replace the SO(6) gauge fields F µνI=1,...,6 by the
graviphotons T µνij . As for example explained in [1], this change of basis will involve the
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tree-level gauge-kinetic terms of the superstring action and therefore will also involve the
heterotic dilaton. Thus, while the contribution of the SO(22) gauge fields becomes precisely
the term (2.15), the corresponding contributions of the graviphotons will receive an extra
dilaton dependence. These couplings will therefore not appear at the one-loop level in
the superstring frame, but will only receive higher-loop or non-perturbative contributions.
Notice that this is in perfect agreement with our explicit computation in section 3.2. Only
if these additional contributions are included, SO(6, 22) covariance will be restored in the
superstring frame.
4 Entropy Corrections for Large Black Holes
After having studied the higher derivative couplings (2.15) both from a superspace point of
view and calculated them explicitly as heterotic string amplitudes, we now study whether
they have any effect on the physics of (large) N = 4 supersymmetric black holes.
4.1 Spectrum and Charge Setup
So far we have been discussing an N = 4 theory of 22 physical vector multiplets coupled to
the N = 4 SUGRA multiplet. For computing the entropy of black holes, it will, however,
be more useful to describe the theory in an N = 2 language. In this case the N = 4
SUGRA multiplet decomposes in the following manner
[(2), 4(3/2), 6(1), 4(1/2), (0)]−→ [(2), 2(3/2), (1)]⊕ 2[(3/2), (1), (1/2)]⊕ [(1), 2(1/2), (0)] .
(4.1)
The right hand side corresponds to the N = 2 SUGRA multiplet, two spin–3/2 multiplets
and an N = 2 vector multiplet. We recall that the scalar in this decomposition (i.e. the
graviscalar in N = 4) is identified with the heterotic dilaton in string theory. Each of the
N = 4 vector multiplets on the other hand side is decomposed as follows
[(1), 4(1/2), (0)] −→ [(1), 2(1/2), (0)]⊕ [2(1/2), (0)] , (4.2)
where the right hand side corresponds to an N = 2 vector and a hypermultiplet.
The first step to describe a particular black hole in supergravity is to choose a particular
setup of charges which it will carry. This means that we have to choose the black hole to
be charged under some of the gauge fields inside the N = 2 multiplets on the right hand
side of (4.1) and (4.2) while the remaining multiplets will be truncated. Starting with
the fields coming from the N = 4 SUGRA multiplet in (4.1), we choose the black hole
to carry electric charges q1 and q3 with respect to the N = 2 SUGRA (graviphoton) and
the vector multiplet respectively and completely truncate the spin–3/2 multiplets. For the
N = 4 vector multiplets, we first recall that in the computation of the heterotic one-loop
amplitude in Section 3.1.2 we have considered the limit of large T 4 volume. In this limit
20 of the N = 4 physical vector multiplets get truncated and we are only left with those
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containing the T and U modulus of the remaining T 2 of the internal theory. From these –
under the decomposition (4.2) – we will keep the N = 2 vector multiplets by choosing the
black hole to carry magnetic charges p2 and p4 under the corresponding gauge fields while
we will completely truncate the hypermultiplets.
This choice of charges together with the large volume limit of T 4 makes it possible
for us to make contact with the work of e.g. [22], where black holes in heterotic string
theory compactified on M× S1(1) × S1(2), with large volume of M (which is either K3 or
T 4 or some orbifold thereof) were considered. As explained in [22], in string theory the
electric charges of the graviphotons can be interpreted as winding and momentum along
the direction S1(1) while the magnetic charges of the gauge fields correspond to Kaluza-Klein
and H-monopole charge associated with S1(2). In fact, to obtain the real physical quantum
numbers (n, w,N,W ) (which are also quantised) the following redefinition is necessary
q1 =
n
2
, q3 =
w
2
, p2 = 4πN , p4 = 4πW . (4.3)
In most of our calculations we will stick to the set (q1, q3, p2, p4). Moreover, to match the
assumptions we have made during the explicit computation of the one-loop amplitude and
to guarantee a weakly coupled theory, we will have to impose the following hierarchy of
charges
q1 ≫ q3 ≫ p2 ≫ p4≫ 1 . (4.4)
For completeness, let us also mention that the dual setup in type II string theory compact-
ified on K3×T 2 corresponds to a D0-D4-D4-D4 brane configuration (see e.g. [14]). There,
the electric charges stem from D0-branes as well as a stack of D4-branes wrapping K3,
while the magnetic charges correspond to the remaining two stacks of D4-branes which
wrap T 2 × γ1,2, where γ1,2 are two 2-cycles inside K3.
4.2 Entropy Function
We will now compute the entropy function [21, 22] for the black hole setup outlined in the
previous subsection. We will work iteratively order by order in a derivative expansion of
the effective action, starting with the tree-level one and assume large charges throughout.
4.2.1 Ansatz for the Fields
Before considering the action, we have to make an ansatz for all fields of the theory in the
vicinity of the horizon of the black hole. Starting with the metric we assume (following
[21, 22]) that the near-horizon geometry is of the form AdS2 × S2 for which we make the
ansatz
ds2 = Gµνdx
µdxν = v1
(
−r2dt2 + dr
2
r2
)
+ v2(dθ
2 + sin2 θdϕ2) . (4.5)
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Here v1 and v2 are two constants parameterising the radii of AdS2 and S
2 respectively.
We will determine both of them in the following. Concerning the scalar fields, after the
truncation outlined in Section 4.1 we still have to deal with three of them: the heterotic
dilaton (inside the N = 2 SUGRA multiplet) and the (T, U)-moduli of T 2 (inside the two
vector multiplets). We will make the following ansatz for them
e−2Φ = s , R1 = T2U2 = r1 , R2 =
T2
U2
= r2 , (4.6)
with s, r1 and r2 constants which need to be determined explicitly. Here we have chosen
to follow [22] and consider the limit in which T 2 factorises into S1(1) × S1(2) with radii R1
and R2 respectively.
Finally for the gauge field strength tensors, following our outline of the charge setup in
Section 4.1 we make the following ansatz
F (1)µν =

0 e1 0 0
−e1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 , F (2)µν =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 p2 sin θ
4π
0 0 −p2 sin θ
4π
0
 , (4.7)
F (3)µν =

0 e3 0 0
−e3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 , F (4)µν =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 p4 sin θ
4π
0 0 −p4 sin θ
4π
0
 , (4.8)
where (p2, p4) are the magnetic charges respectively and (e1, e3) are essentially the Legendre
transforms of the electric charges (q1, q3).
4.2.2 Two Derivative Entropy Function
We start by determining the entropy and near horizon geometry for a large black hole
characterised by the charges (q1, q3, p2, p4) in the classical limit. To this end, we consider
the classical tree-level action given by (see [22])
Stree =
1
32π
∫
d4x
√−Ge−2φ
[
R + 4∂µφ∂
µφ− r−21 ∂µr1∂µr1 − r−22 ∂µr2∂µr2−
−r21F (1)µν F (1),µν − r22F (2)µν F (2),µν − r−21 F (3)µν F (3),µν − r−22 F (4)µν F (4),µν
]
, (4.9)
where R is the Ricci scalar computed from the space-time metric Gµν with determinant
G. This action gives rise to the following entropy function
E(2) = 2π(e1q1 + e3q3)− πs(v1 − v2)
2
− πsv2
2v1
(
e21r
2
1 +
e23
r21
)
+
sv1
32πv2
(
p22r
2
2 +
p24
r22
)
, (4.10)
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whose extremum with respect to the parameters (v1, v2, s, r1, r2) is the leading order en-
tropy.3 A quick computation reveals that the extremum is situated at
v1 = v2 =
p2p4
4π2
, s =
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
, r1 =
√
q1
q3
, (4.11)
r2 =
√
p4
p2
, e1 =
q3
√
p2p4
4π
√
q1q3
, e3 =
q1
√
p2p4
4π
√
q1q3
, (4.12)
from which the entropy follows to be
S(2) = √q1q3p2p4 = 2π
√
nwNW . (4.13)
This result has already been obtained in [22]. We will now consider corrections to this
result due to the 4th-order higher derivative terms, similar to [22].
4.2.3 Four Derivative Entropy Function
The first correction to the entropy will stem from four derivative terms in the effective
action. The full tree-level contribution to these terms in heterotic string theory is given
by the dimensional reduction of a manifestly covariant term in six dimensions [40, 41]
together with the gravitational Chern-Simons term. However, it was proven in [42] that
the contribution of these terms to the black hole entropy is the same with the one obtained
from the four-dimensional Gauss-Bonnet term. Since the computations are much simpler
in this case, we will simply follow [22] and add the Gauss-Bonnet term to the tree-level
action (4.9) (for related computations in a non-supersymmetric setup see [43]):
∆SGB = − 3
16π2
∫
d4x ln
(
2s|η(a+ is)|4) (RµνρτRµνρτ − 4RµνRµν +R2) , (4.14)
where a is the axion field. Using the same ansatz as in Section 4.2 we can write the modified
entropy function in a straight-forward manner
E(4) =2π(e1q1 + e3q3)− πs(v1 − v2)
2
− πsv2
2v1
(
e21r
2
1 +
e23
r21
)
+
sv1
32πv2
(
p22r
2
2 +
p24
r22
)
−
− 3
8π
ln
(
2s|η(a+ is)|4) . (4.15)
The extremum with respect to the axion is fixed by
∂E(4)
∂a
= − 3
4π
(
η′(a+ is)
η(a+ is)
− η
′(−a + is)
η(−a+ is)
)
= 0 , (4.16)
3For a pedagogical outline of the entropy-function formalism see e.g. [23]. Notice moreover that in some
cases in the literature (e.g.[23, 22]) it has been shown to be useful to perform a suitable SO(6, 22)-rotation
of the charges such that a number of gauge fields will decouple at the attractor point. We have chosen
not to perform such a rotation in the following but we will directly extremize the entropy function thereby
directly obtaining the attractor values of all fields.
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which has a solution at a = 0. Introducing the shorthand notation
ζ(s) := − 3
32π2
ln
(
2s|η(is)|4) , (4.17)
the entropy function takes the form
E(4) =2π(e1q1 + e3q3)− πs(v1 − v2)
2
− πsv2
2v1
(
e21r
2
1 +
e23
r21
)
+
sv1
32πv2
(
p22r
2
2 +
p24
r22
)
+ 4πζ(s) .
(4.18)
Extremising this function with respect to (v1, v2, r1, r2) is straight-forward, as it only re-
quires solving polynomial equations. The answer (in terms of the remaining variable s) is
given by
v1 = v2 =
p2p4
8π2
+
8q1q3
s2
, and r1 =
√
q1
q3
, and r2 =
√
p4
p2
. (4.19)
As we can see, using relation (4.4) it follows that T2U2 ≫ 1 and T2 ≪ U2 which matches
our assumptions of appendix C. The solution for the Legendre transformed electric charges
is given by
e1 =
2q3
s
, and e3 =
2q1
s
. (4.20)
However, extremising the entropy function (4.18) also with respect to the dilaton s is more
involved, due to the presence of the non-trivial function ζ(s) (see (4.17)). We therefore
need to find a way of approximating the equation. To this end, we make the following
ansatz for s based on (4.11)
s =
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
+ xs , (4.21)
with xs a function of the charges of order O(q−2, p−2). With this ansatz, we have to solve√
p32p
3
4
64π2
√
q1q3
xs + 4πζ
′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
)
+O(q−2, p−2) = 0 , (4.22)
which has the solution
xs = −
256π3
√
q1q3√
p32p
3
4
ζ ′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
)
+O(q−4, p−4) . (4.23)
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Therefore, the final result to leading order in the charges is given by
v1 = v2 =
p2p4
4π2
+ 8ζ ′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
)
+O(q−2, p−2) , (4.24)
s =
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
− 256π
3√q1q3√
p32p
3
4
ζ ′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
)
+O(q−4, p−4) , (4.25)
e1 =
q3
√
p2p4
4π
√
q1q3
+
64q3π
2
p2p4
ζ ′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
)
+O(q−3, p−3) , (4.26)
e3 =
q1
√
p2p4
4π
√
q1q3
+
64q1π
2
p2p4
ζ ′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
)
+O(q−3, p−3) , (4.27)
while the moduli r1 and r2 remain the same as in (4.11) and (4.12)
r1 =
√
q1
q3
+O(q−4, p−4) , and r2 =
√
p4
p2
+O(q−4, p−4) . (4.28)
Inserting this result into (4.18), we get the following expression for the black hole entropy
S(4) = √q1q3p2p4 + 4πζ
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
)
+O(q−2, p−2) =
= 2π
√
nwNW + 4πζ
(√
nw
NW
)
+O(n−2, w−2, N−2,W−2) . (4.29)
With this result we are now ready to include the effect of the six-derivative terms.
4.2.4 Six Derivative Entropy Function
In order to reduce writing to a minimum, we use the following shorthand notation for the
effective coupling AhetAB of (2.16)
AhetAB = ξAB(r1, r2) . (4.30)
The precise moduli dependence has been computed in Section 3.1. Notice, since AhetAB is a
one-loop amplitude, ξ is independent of the dilaton s. With this and using the same ansatz
for the fields in the near horizon area of the black hole as in Section 4.2.1, the contribution
of the six-derivative term (2.15) reads
E(6) =2π(e1q1 + e3q3)− πs(v1 − v2)
2
− πsv2
2v1
(
e21r
2
1 +
e23
r21
)
+
sv1
32πv2
(
p22r
2
2 +
p24
r22
)
+
+ 4πζ(s)− 4(v
2
1 + v
2
2)
v1v
3
2
(ξAB(r1, r2)p
ApB) . (4.31)
Here we have combined the two magnetic charges into a vector of the form
pA =
(
p2
p4
)
. (4.32)
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Extremisation of (4.31) with respect to (e1, e3) can be performed analytically yielding
e1 =
2q1v1
sr21v2
, and e3 =
2q3r
2
1v1
s2v2
. (4.33)
For the remaining parameters (v1, v2, s, r1, r2) an analytic solution for the full entropy
function turns out to be quite difficult to obtain, mostly due to the complicated functions
ζ(s) and ξ(r1, r2). We therefore again proceed by searching for an approximated solution.
To this end, we make the following ansatz based on (4.24)–(4.28)
v1 =
p2p4
4π2
+ 8ζ ′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
)
+ x1 , v2 =
p2p4
4π2
+ 8ζ ′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
)
+ x2 , (4.34)
s =
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
− 256π
3√q1q3√
p32p
3
4
ζ ′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
)
+ xs , (4.35)
r1 =
√
q1
q3
+ xr1 , r2 =
√
p4
p2
+ xr2 , (4.36)
where (x1, x2) are assumed to be of order O(q−2, p−2) and (xs, xr1 , xr2) of order O(q−4, p−4)
in the charges.
With this ansatz, we can extremise the entropy function (4.31) to leading order, finally
obtaining the following result
v1 =
p2p4
4π2
+ 8ζ ′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
)
− 2048π
3√q1q3√
p32p
3
4
ζ ′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
)
ζ ′′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
)
, (4.37)
v2 =
p2p4
4π2
+ 8ζ ′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
)
− 2048π
3√q1q3√
p32p
3
4
ζ ′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
)
ζ ′′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
)
−
− 64π
2pApB
√
q1q3
√
p32p
3
4
ξAB
(√
q1
q3
,
√
p4
p2
)
, (4.38)
s =
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
− 256π
3√q1q3√
p32p
3
4
ζ ′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
)
+
2048π5pApB
p32p
3
4
ξAB
(√
q1
q3
,
√
p4
p2
)
+
+
12288π5
√
q1q3√
p52p
5
4
(
ζ ′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
))2
+
65536π6q1q3
p32p
3
4
ζ ′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
)
ζ ′′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
)
+
+O(q−6, p−6) , (4.39)
r1 =
√
q1
q3
+O(q−6, p−6) , and r2 =
√
p4
p2
+O(q−6, p−6) . (4.40)
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Inserting this into (4.31), we find for the entropy
S(6) =√q1q3p2p4 + 4πζ
(
8π
√
q1q2√
p2p4
)
− 512π
4√q1q2√
p32p
3
4
(
ζ ′
(
8π
√
q1q3√
p2p4
))2
−
− 128π
4pApB
p22p
2
4
ξAB
(√
q1
q3
,
√
p4
p2
)
+O(q−4, p−4) . (4.41)
With the physical quantum numbers (4.3) this becomes
S(6) =2π
√
nwNW + 4πζ
(√
nw
NW
)
− 4π
√
nw√
N3W 3
(
ζ ′
(√
nw
NW
))2
−
− 8π
2NANB
N2W 2
ξAB
(√
n
w
,
√
W
N
)
+O(n−4, w−4, N−4,W−4) . (4.42)
Here we have also combined (N,W ) into NA in a similar fashion as in (4.32). Notice that
this correction is precisely of the expected order in the charges. Moreover, we see that
there are in fact two correction terms. The first one, which depends on ζ , is just the higher
order correction from the Gauss-Bonnet term (4.14). The last term, on the other hand,
is proportional to ξ and therefore is a contribution stemming from the six-derivative term
(2.15).
5 Entropy Corrections for Small Black Holes
As we have seen in the previous section, in the case of large black holes, i.e. those which
already classically have a non-vanishing horizon, the topological terms (2.15) give only
a subleading contribution to the entropy. One can now ask what the situation is in the
case of small black holes for which a non-vanishing horizon is only provided by higher
derivative terms in the effective supergravity action. In particular, it would be interesting
to understand whether there are black holes for which the first non-trivial contribution to
the entropy is provided by (2.15). In this Section we would like to take a first step into
this direction by considering two special cases.
5.1 Charge Setup
We wish to consider particular limits of the charge setup discussed in Section 4.1, namely
we want to calculate the entropy in the case that we set to zero two out of the four charges
(q1, q3, p2, p4). Obviously we cannot simply apply this limit to the final result (4.41) since
we have assumed throughout the computation in Section 4.2 that all charges are very large
and we therefore have to perform the computations from scratch. To be more precise,
with respect to the four charges (q1, q3, p2, p4) there are two possible limits which we are
interested in, namely vanishing magnetic charges p2 = p4 = 0 and vanishing electric charges
q1 = q3 = 0.
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The first option has already been studied in [11] on the type II side. As higher derivative
correction terms the topological R2 interaction for a K3×T 2 compactification was added.4
It was proven explicitly that this term is not only responsible for the black hole to obtain
a finite-size horizon but that the entropy calculated for this setup matches the result of
the microstate counting to all orders in the large charge expansion. Put it differently, the
R2-interaction already captures the complete entropy of the black hole. It is therefore an
interesting check for the consistency of our computations to see that the six derivative
topological term (2.15) does not modify this result. That this is indeed the case is quick
to see. According to our discussion in Section 4.1 the two remaining gauge fields in this
setting correspond to two graviphotons. However, in this case, as explicitly calculated in
Section 3.2, there is no contribution of the type (2.15) and the result of [11] is not modified.
One is therefore left to consider the second option, namely setting q1 = q3 = 0. For
this case we will now compute the entropy function including the fourth derivative Gauss-
Bonnet term (4.14) as well as the sixth-derivative coupling (2.15).
5.2 Entropy Function
5.2.1 Four Derivative Entropy Function
We will use the same ansatz for the fields in the near-horizon region of the black hole as
in Section 4.2.1, however, with q1 and q3 set to zero. In this case extremisation of the
tree-level entropy function yields a vanishing entropy. We therefore immediately proceed
to include the Gauss-Bonnet term (4.14). To be explicit, we will use (A.9) to expand the
function ζ(s) introduced in (4.17) in powers of s in the following manner
ζ(s) := − 3
32π2
ln
(
2s|η(is)|4) = s
32π
− 3
32π2
log(2s) + . . . . (5.1)
Here the dots stand for exponentially suppressed terms, whose contributions we are not
interested in. With this explicit expression, the fourth-derivative entropy function takes
the form
E small(4) = −
πs(v1 − v2)
2
+
sv1
32πv2
(
p22r
2
2 +
p24
r22
)
+
s
8
− 3
8π
log(2s) . (5.2)
The extremum of this function is at the point
v1 = v2 =
p2p4
8π2
, and r2 =
√
p4
p2
, and s =
6
p2p4 + 2π
=
6
p2p4
− 12π
p22p
2
4
+O(p−6) . (5.3)
Note that since E small(4) is independent of the modulus r1 its extremisation does not provide
a value for it. Therefore, to this order in the charges, the entropy function formalism does
4This is the first term of the series of the topological R2T 2g−2 couplings [1]. However, in backgrounds
with N = 4 supersymmetry, only the term for g = 1 yields a non-zero contribution.
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not provide an attractor equation for r1. Nevertheless, inserting (5.3) into (5.2), we obtain
the entropy of the small black hole
Ssmall(4) =
3
8π
log
(
p2p4 + 2π
12
)
+
3
8π
=
3
8π
log
(p2p4
12
)
+
3
8π
+O(p−2) =
=
3
8π
log
(
4π2NW
3
)
+
3
8π
+O(N−2,W−2) . (5.4)
As we can see, the entropy depends logarithmically on the charges. The reason for this is
that the first non-trivial contribution essentially comes from the second (logarithmic) term
in (5.1), while the first term taken alone would still give a vanishing entropy.
5.2.2 Six Derivative Entropy Function
We now want to include also the sixth derivative topological terms (2.15) for a twofold
reason. On the one hand, we want to see whether it also contributes to the entropy of this
black hole (although maybe in a subdominant way) and on the other hand, we want to
check whether it allows to fix the value of the remaining modulus r1. The modified entropy
function is given by the expression
E small(6) =−
πs(v1 − v2)
2
+
sv1
32πv2
(
p22r
2
2 +
p24
r22
)
+
s
8
− 3
8π
log(2s)−
− 4(v
2
1 + v
2
2)p
ApB
v1v
3
2
ξAB(r1, r2) . (5.5)
Extremizing this expression is rather difficult due to the presence of the complicated func-
tion ξAB(r1, r2). We will therefore apply the same strategy as in Section 4.2 and linearise
the equations around the solution (5.3) by making the ansatz
v1 =
p2p4
8π2
+ x1 , v2 =
p2p4
8π2
+ x2 , s =
6
p2p4
− 12π
p22p
2
4
+ xs , r2 =
√
p4
p2
+ xr2 . (5.6)
Here we assume the following scaling behaviour of the corrections
x1 ∼ x2 = O(p0) , xs = O(p−4) , r1 = O(p0) , xr2 = O(p−2) . (5.7)
Extremizing (5.5) to leading order in the charges amounts for r1 to solve
∂
∂r1
[
pApBξAB
(
r1,
√
p4
p2
)]
= 0 , (5.8)
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whose solution r
(0)
1 therefore corresponds to the attractor value. Extremizing then E small(6) for
the remaining quantities (x1, x2, xs, xr2) yields the following next-to-leading order solution
v1 =
p2p4
8π2
+
1024π2pApB
3p2p4
ξAB
(
r
(0)
1 ,
√
p4
p2
)
+O(p−2) , (5.9)
v2 =
p2p4
8π2
+O(p−2) , (5.10)
s =
6
p2p4
− 12π
p22p
2
4
+O(p−6) , (5.11)
r2 =
√
p4
p2
+
1024π5pApB
3p32p4
ξ
(0,1)
AB
(
r
(0)
1 ,
√
p4
p2
)
+O(p−4) . (5.12)
Here ξ
(0,1)
AB denotes the first derivative of ξAB with respect to the second argument. Rein-
serting this solution into (5.5) we obtain the corrected entropy
Ssmall(6) =
3
8π
log
(p2p4
12
)
+
3
8π
+
3
4p2p4
− 2048π
4pApB
4p22p
2
4
ξAB
(
r
(0)
1 ,
√
p4
p2
)
+O(p−4) =
=
3
8π
log
(
4π2NW
3
)
+
3
8π
+
3
64π2NW
− 32π
2NANB
N2W 2
ξAB
(
r
(0)
1 ,
√
W
N
)
+
+O(N−4,W−4) . (5.13)
Since this result depends on ξAB, it follows that the sixth-derivative terms (2.15) indeed
yield a non-trivial contribution to the entropy. However, looking more precisely, this
contribution is in fact subdominant with respect to the contribution coming from the
Gauss-Bonnet term (4.14).
6 Conclusions
In this work we have studied the effects of a particular topological six-derivative term
on the entropy of black holes. We have explicitly calculated this term as a one-loop
contribution in the effective heterotic string action, performing also the integral over the
modular parameter of the world-sheet torus.
In the case of large black holes, this term yields a non-vanishing correction to the
entropy of the order O(p−2, q−2). For small black holes, we have studied two different
setups: Black holes carrying only charges with respect to two graviphotons do not receive
any corrections at all. This is in perfect agreement with the literature (see e.g. [11])
where it has been shown that the entropy of such black holes is already captured by the
topological fourth-derivative R2 effective action coupling.
On the other hand, for small black holes which are only charged with respect to two
physical gauge fields, the leading contribution to the entropy also comes from R2 terms (e.g.
the Gauss-Bonnet combination), however not from the tree-level expression but rather from
higher logarithmic corrections. In this setup the topological sixth-derivative corrections are
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still suppressed being of order O(p−2, q−2). However, they are responsible for lifting certain
flat directions in the moduli space of the entropy function, thereby providing attractor
values for some of the scalar fields involved.
It would be very interesting to compare our macroscopic results with some results
obtained from state-counting. This would allow us to obtain a microscopic interpretation
of the entropy in the setup we considered. Microscopic computations up to order −2 in the
charges have recently been performed in [44]. There, it was speculated about the nature of
higher derivative terms in the effective action which would be responsible for these entropy
corrections on the macroscopic side. In this spirit, the term we have discussed in this
paper seems to be a good candidate for this task. However, as far as we can see, in order
to be able to make a precise comparison between our macroscopic calculations and the
microscopic results of [44] it seems necessary to taken into account non-local terms in the
effective action which arise upon integrating out massless degrees of freedom. We leave
this study for further work.
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A Modular Functions and Eisenstein Series
Since they play a major role throughout the heterotic one-loop computation in Section 3.1,
we will compile some useful identities and formulas for Eisenstein series in this appendix.
The functions G2k appearing in the generating functional (3.6) are the canonically
defined Eisenstein series
G2k(τ) =
∞∑
m,n = −∞
mn 6= 0
(mτ + n)−2k . (A.1)
In this work we will also use a different normalisation of the Eisenstein series
E2k(q) =
G2k(τ)
2ζ(2k)
= 1 + c2k
∞∑
n=1
σ2k−1(n)q
n , (A.2)
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where q = e2iπτ , σk(n) is the divisor function (i.e. the sum of the k-th powers of the integer
divisors of n), and
c2k =
(2πi)2k
(2k − 1)!ζ(2k) . (A.3)
For latter use we give the explicit q-expansion of the first few E2k
E2(q) = 1− 24q − 72q2 − 96q3 − 168q4 − 144q5 + . . . , (A.4)
E4(q) = 1 + 240q + 2160q
2 + 6720q3 + 17520q4 + 30240q5 + . . . , (A.5)
E6(q) = 1− 504q − 16632q2 − 122976q3 − 532728q4 − 1575504q5 + . . . , (A.6)
E8(q) = 1 + 480q + 61920q
2 + 1050240q3 + 7926240q4 + 37500480q5 + . . . . (A.7)
For k > 1, G2k (and E2k) are modular functions of weight 2k. However, G2 picks up an
additional shift term under modular transformations, instead of which we introduce
Gˆ2 = 2ζ(2)Eˆ2 = 2ζ(2)
(
E2 − 3
πτ2
)
. (A.8)
The additional term cancels precisely the shift rendering Gˆ2 a modular function of weight
two, however, at the expense of being no longer purely holomorphic.
Using moreover the expansion of the Dedekind function
η(τ) = q
1
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[
1 +
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n (qn(3n−1)/2 + qn(3n+1)/2)] = q 124 (1− q − q2 + q5 + q7 + . . .) =
= q
1
24
∞∏
k
(
1− qk) , (A.9)
we are finally in a position to determine the first few expansion coefficients c(m, t) in (3.23).
They are given by
c(−1, 0) = −π
4
15
, c(−1, 1) = π
3
3
, c(−1, 2) = −π
2
2
, (A.10)
c(0, 0) = −168π
4
5
, c(0, 1) = 160π3 , c(0, 2) = −252π2 , (A.11)
c(1, 0) = −24828π
4
5
, c(1, 1) = 20532π3 , c(1, 2) = −36882π2 , (A.12)
c(2, 0) = −612352π
4
3
, c(2, 1) = −888320π
3
3
, c(2, 2) = −1347520π2 , (A.13)
c(3, 0) = −7320798π4 , c(2, 1) = −5094930π3 , c(2, 2) = −27377865π2 , (A.14)
c(4, 0) = −1002596352π
4
5
, c(3, 1) = −245568768π3 , c(3, 2) = −389320128π2 . (A.15)
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B Modular Invariance
In this appendix we check modular invariance of the integrand of (3.12). To this end, we
will separately check invariance under the two generators of the modular group τ → τ + 1
and τ → − 1
τ
. Indeed, the first one can be checked in a straight-forward manner. Using the
fact that ˆ¯E2 and η¯
24 are respectively invariant under the shift, we find that under τ → τ+1
AhetAB →
∫
d2τ
η¯24
τ2
ˆ¯E2
∑
(PL,PR)∈Γ(6,22)
[
PRAP
R
B −
δAB
4πτ2
]
q
1
2
(PL)2 q¯
1
2
(PR)2eπi[(P
L)2−(PR)2] . (B.1)
However, since Γ(6,22) is a self-dual lattice, the additional phase in the lattice sum is in
fact one. We are therefore left to consider the transformation τ → − 1
τ
. Using that the
Dedekind functions transforms as η¯2 → τ¯ η¯2 we find for AhetAB
AhetAB → A˜hetAB =
∫
d2τ
η¯24
τ2
ˆ¯E2
τ 3τ¯ 13
∑
(PL,PR)∈Γ(6,22)
[
PRAP
R
B −
δABτ τ¯
4πτ2
]
e−
pii
τ
(PL)2e
pii
τ¯
(PR)2 . (B.2)
For this expression we now perform a Poisson resummation
A˜hetAB =
∫
d2τ
η¯24
τ2
ˆ¯E2
τ 3τ¯ 13
∑
(XL,XR)∈Γ(6,22)
∫
d6PL
∫
d22PR
[
PRAP
R
B −
δABτ τ¯
4πτ2
]
e−
pii
τ
(PL)2e
pii
τ¯
(PR)2 ·
· e2πi(XL·PL)e−2πi(XR ·PR) .
Transforming to new coordinates Y Lij = (P
L
ij −τXLij) and Y RA = (PRA − τ¯XRA ) and evaluating
explicitly the Gaussian integrals we obtain the expressions:
A˜hetAB =
∫
d2τ
η¯24
τ2
ˆ¯E2
τ 3τ¯ 13
∑
(XL,XR)∈Γ(6,22)
[
τ 3τ¯ 13XRAX
R
B −
δABτ
3τ¯ 13
4πτ2
]
q
1
2
(XL)2 q¯
1
2
(XR)2 . (B.3)
This amounts to A˜hetAB = AhetAB which finishes the proof of modular invariance of (3.12).
C Torus Integral via Lattice Reduction
In this appendix we explicitly compute the modular integral Isim of (3.20), where we will
mainly follow [34, 37]. The first step is to reduce the Γ(2,2) unimodular lattice to a Γ(1,1)
sublattice. For this, we start by writing Γ(2,2) in the form5
Γ(2,2) = H(−1)⊕H(1) = 〈e1, f1〉Z ⊕ 〈e2, f2〉Z , (C.4)
5We will use bold-face letters to denote lattice vectors.
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with (e1, f1) = −(e2, f2) = −1 the only non-vanishing inner products. In addition to the
lattice we also have an isometry P : Γ(2,2) ⊗R −→ R2,2, whose projection to R2,0 and R0,2
will be called P± respectively. Explicitly, for a given vector λ, we have
PL = P−(λ) =
1√
2T2U2
(
n1 + n2T¯ +m2U +m1T¯U
)
, (C.5)
PR = P+(λ) =
1√
2T2U2
(n1 + n2T +m2U +m1TU) . (C.6)
In order now to perform a lattice reduction, we pick a primitive null-vector z inside Γ(2,2)
alongside with another vector z′, such that (z, z′) = 1. A natural choice for this is to pick
z = e1 and z
′ = −f1. With this vector we can define a new lattice
K =
(
Γ(2,2) ∩ z⊥) /Zz , (C.7)
which is of signature (1, 1). Here Zz stands for all integer multiples of the null-vector z.
In K we will define new projections P˜±. To this end, we denote the projections of z in the
old lattice as z± = P±(z), for which we find explicitly
z2+ = |z+|2 =
1
2T2U2
. (C.8)
In fact, in order for the lattice reduction to be valid, this expression needs to be small (see
[37]), which entails that we need to restrict to a region in moduli space, where T2U2 ≫ 1.
With z± we can decompose
R2,0 = 〈z+〉 ⊕ 〈z+〉⊥ , and R0,2 = 〈z−〉 ⊕ 〈z−〉⊥ . (C.9)
The reduced projections P˜± will then be the projections onto the orthogonal complement
〈z+〉⊥ and 〈z−〉⊥, respectively. They are given in terms of the old projections P± in the
following manner
P˜±(λ) = P±(λ)− (P±(λ), z±)
z2±
z± . (C.10)
With this, the lattice momenta in the new lattice are given by
P˜L =
1√
2T2U2
(
n2T¯ +m2U
)
, and P˜R =
1√
2T2U2
(n2T +m2U) . (C.11)
Following [34], it particularly follows for a vector λ ∈ K
P˜+(λ) = Im(P˜
R) and P˜−(λ) = Im(P˜
L) . (C.12)
For latter use, let us also introduce the following vector in K ⊗ R
µ = −z′ + z+
2z2+
+
z−
2z2−
. (C.13)
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At this point we can use the final result of [37, 34]: The theta-transform Isim is given as a
sum of three terms
Isim = I
sim
K√
2z2+
+ Isimλ=0 + Isimλ6=0 . (C.14)
Here IsimK is another theta-transform, however, in the reduced lattice K. Moreover, the
remaining two contributions are given by
Isimλ=0 =
√
2
z2+
∑
n>0
∑
t
c(0, t)
(
πn2
2z2+
)−ǫ−t−1/2
Γ
(
t+
1
2
+ ǫ
)∣∣ǫ=0 , (C.15)
Isimλ6=0 =
√
2
z2+
∑
λ∈K
′∑
n>0
e(nλ,µ)
∑
t
2c(λ2/2, t)
(
n
2|z+||P˜+(λ)|
)−t−1/2
K−t−1/2
(
2πn|P˜+(λ)|
|z+|
)
(C.16)
where the prime on the sum over λ in (C.16) means that the zero-vector is excluded and
K−t−1/2 is a modified Bessel function of second kind. Equation (C.15) must be understood
as the constant piece of an analytic Laurent expansion in ǫ.
In the following we discuss all three contributions in detail.
• Reduced theta-transform (degenerate orbit)
In order to compute the left-over theta-transform, we perform another lattice reduc-
tion to arrive at the trivial lattice. For this, we pick the vectors z˜ = e2 and z˜
′ = f2
which particularly yields
z˜2+ = |z˜+|2 =
T2
2U2
. (C.17)
Notice that with this choice we are working in the patch T2 < U2. Exchanging z˜ and
z˜′ will bring us to the patch T2 > U2. All results will be exactly the same upon the
exchange T2 ←→ U2. With this reduction, we are left with two contributions
IsimK√
2z2+
=
1
2
√
z2+z˜
2
+
∫
F
d2τ
τ 22
P4(E¯4)2
η¯24
+
+
1√
z2+z˜
2
+
2∑
t=0
c(0, t)
2t+1Γ(t+ 1)
πt+1
(z˜2+)
t+1ζ(2t+ 2) . (C.18)
The first term is an integral over the fundamental domain, which can nevertheless
be evaluated directly∫
F
d2τ
τ 22
P4(E¯4)2
η¯24
= −1
2
∫
F
d2τ
τ 22
[
¯ˆ
G22(E¯
2
4)
η¯24
+
G¯4(E¯
2
4)
η¯24
]
= −16π
5
3
, (C.19)
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where we have used [45] (see also [34])∫
F
d2τ
τ 22
(
Gˆ2(τ)
)n
F (τ) =
1
π(n+ 1)
[
(G2(τ))
n+1F (τ)
]
q0
. (C.20)
Inserting this expression into (C.18) we obtain
IsimK√
2z2+
= −16π
5
3
U2 + 2T2
2∑
t=0
c(0, t)
t!ζ(2t+ 2)
πt+1
(
T2
U2
)t
. (C.21)
• λ = 0 contribution to the non-degenerate orbit
Next we will discuss the contribution to the non-degenerate orbit given in (C.15).
First of all, following [34], the sum over n can be analytically continued into a Rie-
mann zeta-function, leaving
Isimλ=0 =
√
2
z2+
∑
t
c(0, t)
(
π
2z2+
)−ǫ−t−1/2
ζ(1 + 2t+ 2ǫ)Γ
(
t+
1
2
+ ǫ
)∣∣ǫ=0 . (C.22)
Extraction of the constant piece in the ǫ-expansion can be done in a straight-forward
way yielding
Isimλ=0 = c(0, 0) [γE − log (πT2U2)− 2 log 2] + c(0, 1)
ζ(3)
πT2U2
+ c(0, 2)
3ζ(5)
2π2T 22U
2
2
,
(C.23)
where γE is the Euler-Mascheroni constant.
• λ 6= 0 contribution to the non-degenerate orbit
Finally, we are left to deal with the contribution (C.16) which we compute following
a very similar computation in [34]. To this end, we choose a parameterisation of the
vector λ ∈ K of the form λ = n2e2 +m2f2. In addition, we introduce the following
shorthand notation
α =
1
2
Re(n2T +m2U) + i|Im(n2T +m2U)| , (C.24)
upon which we find
|P˜+(λ)| = Im(P˜R) = 1√
2T2U2
|Im(n2T +m2U)| = Im(α)√
2T2U2
. (C.25)
Using moreover the relation (z+, λ) =
√
z2+Re(P˜
R) for λ ∈ K we derive the following
expression
Isimλ6=0 =
√
2
z2+
∑
λ6=0
∞∑
n=1
2∑
t=0
2c(λ2/2, t)
(
nT2U2
Im(α)
)−t− 1
2
e2πinRe(α)K−t− 1
2
(2πnIm(α)) .
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Using K−s = Ks together with its precise definition we can also write
Isimλ6=0 =
∑
λ6=0
2∑
t=0
t∑
s=0
c(λ2/2, t)(T2U2)
−t (Im(α))
t−s
(4π)s
(s+ t)!
s!(t− s)! Li1+s+t
(
e2πiα
)
, (C.26)
where Li1+s+t (e
2πα) denotes the polylogarithm.
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